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Abstract—Topic model has been an elegant method to discover
hidden structures in knowledge collections, such as news archives,
blogs, web pages, scientific articles, books, images, voices, videos,
and social media. The basic model of topic model is Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and this paper utilizes LDA to
automatically cluster topics from final project abstract collection.
We compare two methods, that are LDA as a unigram model
and LDA with Skip-gram model. Our results are evaluated by
an expert on readily available categories. Overall, words from
each topic are indeed keywords describing each topic; moreover,
the combination of LDA and skip-gram model are capable to
capture key phrases from each topic.

Index Terms—topic model, latent dirichlet allocation, skip-
gram model, final project abstracts

I. INTRODUCTION

An increasing number of final project reports in Maranatha
Christian University (MCU) library calls for an organization;
specifically, how final project reports are organized will cer-
tainly help students find topics for their final projects. The
ways project reports are categorized can be based on their
topic structures. Blei [1] suggests searching topics through a
collection of reports should start from finding topics instead
of inputing mundane keywords. After choosing the topic, user
may proceed to examine reports with the same topic.

Hidden topic structures from a collection of reports can
be discovered by topic models. Conceptually, topic models
are probabilistic models that learn semantic structures from
a collection of documents based on hierarchical Bayesian
analysis [2]–[7]. Topic models have been largely applied
into various types of documents, e.g. emails [8], scientific
abstracts [4], [6], and news archives [9].

This paper aims to investigate how topic models can be
utilized to discover hidden topic structures in final project
abstracts, specifically at Maranatha Christian University. As
depicted in Fig. 1, average number of visitors from Faculty
of Psychology is increasing monotonically. Therefore, we opt
to utilize abstracts from Faculty of Psychology as our dataset;
additionally, the choice of dataset complements our long-term

goal that is assisting pyschology students in finding topics for
their final projects.

Fig. 1. Average number of visitors per month per year.

II. RELATED WORK

This section explores fundamental concepts of automatic
clustering, specifically Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Skip-
gram model.

A. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is an expansion model
from probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [3]. Partic-
ularly, LDA enhances PLSA model by defining a complete
generative process [4]. LDA is a mixture model that em-
ploys convex combinations from distributed component sets
to model observations. A convex combination is a linear
combination of components where all coefficients are non-
negative and sum to 1. In LDA, one word w is generated by
a convex combination of topics z. Moreover, mixture models
specify that the probability of one word instantiating a term t
is

P (w = t) =
∑
k

P (w = t|z = k)P (z = k), (1)
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with
∑

k P (z = k) = 1 and each mixture component
P (w = t|z = k) is a multinomial distribution with each term
corresponding to a latent topic z = k from a text corpus.
Mixture proportions consist of probability of topics P (z = k).
Focusing on Equation 1, objectives of LDA inference are

1) finding term distribution P (t|z = k) = ~ϕk for each
topic k and

2) finding topic distribution P (z|d = m) = ~ϑm for each
document m.

Sets of parameters Φ = {~ϕk}Kk=1 and Θ = {~ϑm}Mm=1

are latent-semantic representation of words and documents.
Bayesian network view of LDA is shown in Fig. 2. Table I
elaborates all variables in LDA model.

Fig. 2. Bayesian Network from Latent Dirichlet Allocation [10].

TABLE I
VARIABLES IN LDA MODEL [10].

M number of documents to be generated (scalar).
K number of topic or mixture components (scalar).
V number of terms t in vocabulary (scalar).
~α hyperparameter on mixing proportions

(K-vector or scalar if symmetric).
~β hyperparameter on mixture components

(V -vector or scalar if symmetric).
~ϑm parameter notation for P (z|d = m),

topic mixture proportion for document m.
One proportion for each document,
θ = {~ϑm}Mm=1 (M ×K matrix).

~ϕk notasi parameter untuk P (t|z = k),
mixture component untuk topik k.
One component for each topic,
Φ = {~ϕk}Kk=1 (K × V matrix).

Nm Length of document modelled by Poisson distribution [4]
with constant parameter ξ.

zm,n mixture indicator that chooses a topic for n-th word
from m-th document.

wm,n term indicator for n-th word from m-th document.

B. Skip-gram Model
Techniques to learn high-quality word vectors from huge

data sets with billion of words, and with millions of words

in the vocabulary has been initiated by measuring the quality
of the resulting vector representations; however, those similar
words can have multiple degrees of similarity [11]–[13].

Moreover, Mikolov et al. [13] uses a word offset technique
where simple algebraic operations are performed on the word
vectors; the resulting word vector is literally a result of
those algebraic operations. For example, vector(”King”) -
vector(”Man”) + vector(”Woman”) results in a vector that
has a representation of the word Queen.

Skip-gram model is a variant of neural network language
model (NNLM) and trained in two steps: firstly, continuous
word vectors are learned using a simple model, and then
the N-gram NNLM is trained on top of these distributed
representations of words [11], [12]. To train skip-gram model
on huge data sets, a large-scale distributed framework called
DistBelief can be utilized [14].

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Principally, our approach consists of two steps; firstly, we
make the data set ready to be input of the algorithms and
secondly, we apply the algorithms to cluster topics automati-
cally.

A. Preparing the Data Set

Firstly, final project abstracts from year 2000 to year 2013
in pdf format are converted into txt format by employing
Apache Tika [15]. Number of successful converted and read-
able abstracts is 1,930. Typically, a final project has several
information as follows: name, student id, title, supervisor 1,
supervisor 2, and a topic.

The preprocessing that is applied into abstracts consists of
removing page numbers, removing empty lines, and remov-
ing sentences containing several words (”Universitas Kristen
Maranatha”, ”ABSTRACT” or ”ABSTRAK”, ”DAFTAR ISI”,
”DAFTAR BAGAN DAN SKEMA”, ”DAFTAR TABEL”,
”DAFTAR LAMPIRAN”, non-ASCII characters).

In order to evaluate our approach, our data set has already
had labels assigned by psychology lecturers; in total, the
number of topics is 85. Nevertheless, many topic names have
the same concepts; for example, ”pio”, ”psikologi industri
organisasi”, and ”psikologi organisasi dan industri” are the
same topic—i.e., industrial organizational psychology. We
merge many names that have the same content with a help
of an expert and come up with 6 general topics as explained
in Table II.

B. Applying Skip-gram and LDA models into the Data Set

We run two algorithm settings—i.e., applying LDA algo-
rithm without skip-gram and with skip-gram into final project
abstracts. Specifically, we apply online learning to clustering
final project topics [16] in our first setting. As for the second,
we discover bigram language model from abstracts by utilizing
skip-gram model algorithm, and then apply online learning to
discover hidden topic structures [13].

Finally, the results of those algorithm settings are evaluated
by an expert specializing in psychology final project topics.



TABLE II
EIGHTY-FIVE TOPICS MERGE INTO SIX GENERAL TOPICS.

1. Psikologi Pendidikan: 4. Psikologi Klinis:
(Educational Psychology) (Clinical Psychology)
Psikologi Pendidikan-Sosial Psikologi Klinis-Sosial
Psikologi Pendidikan-Perkembangan Psikologi Klinis
Psikologi Pendidikan Psikologi Klinis-Perkembangan
Psikologi Pendidikan-Industri Psikologi Klinis-Positive
2. Psikologi Industri Organisasi: Psikologi Klinis-Psikologi
(Industrial Organizational Psychology) Industri dan Organisasi
Psikologi Industri dan Organisasi 5. Psikologi Perkembangan:

(Developmental Psychology)
Psikologi Industri-Klinis Psikologi Perkembangan
Psikologi Sosial-Industri Psikologi Perkembangan-Sosial
Psikologi Industri-Perkembangan 6. Lainnya:

(Others)
3. Psikologi Sosial: Psikologi Eksperimen
(Social Psychology)
Psikologi Sosial Psikologi Kepribadian
Psikologi Lintas Budaya Psikologi Positif
Psikologi Sosial-Lintas Budaya Spiritual
Psikologi Sosial-Budaya Positif-Integratif
Psikologi Sosial-Klinis Psikologi Kesehatan
Psikologi Sosial-Perkembangan Manajemen Industri

The expert compares the results with the six general psychol-
ogy topics shown in Table II.

IV. RESULTS

In the first algorithm setting, we employ two experiments.
The first experiment is executed by firstly removing words
whose frequencies are one and more than 2,000. As shown in
Table III, there are some similar words in several topics, for
example, the word ”reliabilitas” which refers to reliability is
shared in all topics. Moreover, words in each topic yet cannot
distinguish themselves as keywords of the topic.

TABLE III
TEN WORDS WITH THE HIGHEST PROBABILITY FOR EACH TOPIC IN THE

FIRST SETTING

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3
aspek universitas derajat
teori fakultas kuesioner

validitas kerja validitas
hubungan saran rendah

teknik derajat efficacy
kota psikologi teknik
saran teknik work

responden kuesioner reliabilitas
deskriptif reliabilitas saran
reliabilitas hubungan responden
Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6
derajat karyawan kerja
efficacy derajat validitas

saran kerja aspek
kuesioner kota reliabilitas
validitas deskriptif saran

reliabilitas dimensi teori
dimensi teori uji

responden kuesioner kuesioner
rendah hubungan hubungan
teori reliabilitas responden

In the second experiment, we firstly remove all words in the
intersection between every two topics. As shown in Table IV,

LDA algorithm has discovered several words that are indeed
keywords of each topic. Words in topic 1 such as kelas (class),
studi (study), and universitas (university) are keywords of ”Ed-
ucational Psychology” topic. Words in topic 2 such as stress,
emosional (emotional), and efficacy are keywords of ”Clinical
Psychology” topic. Words in topic 3 such as remaja (teenager),
rumah (home), and motivasi (motivation) are keywords of
”Developmental Psychology” topic. Words in topic 4 such as
sosial (social), korelasi (correlation), and perilaku (behavior)
are keywords of ”Social Psychology” topic. Words in topic
6 such as pt (company), dukungan (support), and sampling
are keywords of ”Industrial Organizational Psychology” topic.
Finally, words in topic 5 is a mixed of the six general topics;
therefore, topic 5 is assigned ”Others” topic.

TABLE IV
TEN WORDS WITH THE HIGHEST PROBABILITY FOR EACH TOPIC IN THE

SECOND SETTING

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3
kelas efficacy value

belajar work remaja
sma perawat motivasi

universitas kompetensi universitas
program sumber rumah

perusahaan sampling sampling
pengolahan universitas stres

motivasi stress studi
studi pengolahan emosional

rancangan emosional pengolahan
Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6
korelasi anak universitas

pengolahan bidang remaja
engagement sma korelasi

perilaku remaja anak
rancangan style pt

anak pengolahan rancangan
sampling kelas pengolahan
berkisar sampling sampling
sosial universitas berkisar

of of dukungan

We utilize two algorithms for our third setting—i.e. skip-
gram model [13] and online LDA [16]. With the help of
skip-gram model, online LDA can discover phrases that are
keywords of each topic. Again, words in topic 1 such as
kerja (work), profil (profile), and individuated are keywords of
”Industrial Organizational Psychology” topic. Words in topic
2 such as kemandirian emosional (emotional intelligence),
kuesioner (questionnaire), and rank spearman are keywords
of ”Clinical Psychology” topic. Words in topic 3 such as pur-
posive sampling and berusia tahun (how old are the sample?)
are keywords of ”Developmental Psychology” topic. Words in
topic 4 such as mahasiswa (student), universitas x (university
x), and universitas kristen (christian university) are keywords
of ”Educational Psychology” topic. Words in topic 6 such as
saran (opinion), subyek (subjek), and orangtua (parents) are
keywords of ”Social Psychology” topic. Finally, words in topic
5 is a mixed of the six general topics; therefore, topic 5 is
assigned ”Others” topic.



TABLE V
TEN WORDS WITH THE HIGHEST PROBABILITY FOR EACH TOPIC IN THE

THIRD SETTING

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3
aspek item sampel
derajat kuesioner profil
rendah data sesuai

telepon genggam kemandirian emosional populasi
orang berdasarkan pengolahan peneliti

individuated teori menggunakan metode
profil holland kuesioner
faktor rank spearman metode
kerja validitas purposive sampling

karakteristik koefisien korelasi berusia tahun
Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6
dimensi rancangan nokia

mahasiswa brand image orangtuanya
universitas x mahasiswa orangtua

derajat minat mahasiswa
psikologi keputusan membeli saran
rendah tipe untuk mengetahui

untuk mengetahui psikologi derajat
mahasiswa fakultas kesimpulan telepon genggam
maranatha bandung faktor anak
universitas kristen aspek subyek

V. CONCLUSION

This paper intends to explore LDA and skip-gram model in
order to automatically cluster topics on a collection of final
project abstract documents. To the best of our knowledge, this
combination of algorithms has never been explored before on a
collection of final project abstracts, specifically in Indonesian
language.

Furthermore, several experiments exhibit that LDA and
skip-gram model have discovered specific keywords and
keyphrases for each final project topic. However, we still need
to define how to evaluate our approach more quantitatively
instead of relying on domain experts. This issue shall be
addressed in our future work.

Another future research direction we consider are compar-
ing our model with TDE-TC [17], and LTSG [18]. Both TDE-
TC and LTSG are recent models that utilizes Skip-gram and
LDA models.
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